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ABSTRACT
Diversifying recommendations is a vital component of maintaining
high satisfaction with digital media. However, recommendation di-
versity must be sensitive to the context of a user’s content browsing
history. Someone who is exploring content narrowly focused on a
specific area is unlikely to find tangential recommendations useful.
Someonewho has recently switched from browsing content of a par-
ticular category into another one is more likely to be interested in
content of the second category. Finally, someone who is bored and
browsing content randomly may prefer content with high intrinsic
novelty. In this paper, we present an algorithmic technique for es-
timating peoples’ novelty preference from browsing history, and
demonstrate one possible way of adaptively introducing novelty
which improves user experience. We conduct a blinded comparison
study for this system vis-a-vis YouTube recommendations and show
that participants prefer this system’s recommendations in settings
where browsing history is not focused on any specific category.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Marshall McLuhan taught us that the medium is the message [18].
With a large fraction of the world’s population now spending hours
every day scrolling personalized media feeds for content [11], what
exactly are the messages, embedded in the nature of the medium,
they are receiving? As we are discovering to our discomfort, one of
the meta-messages built into the nature of personalized digital feeds
is the reinforcement of existing preferences [20] and reduction of
exposure to sources of novel information [3].
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Since digital media platforms must retain users’ time on their
site for as long as possible to maximize revenue from them, it is
inevitable that UI design decisions, including the nature of content
recommendations, are by and large bemade in order to optimize this
objective [25]. Consequently, content-based recommender systems,
e.g. Netflix, inherently suffer from over-specialization - a tendency
to present only the most typical, relevant and/or popular sugges-
tions in response to user behavior [16]. Likewise, personalized
recommender systems, e.g. YouTube, end up simply recommending
content that the user has watched before [14]. Broadly, the design
of recommender systems has found it difficult to escape from the
behaviorist premise that people want to do what they have been
seen to be doing before [6].

In ongoing efforts to engage with such limitations, the recom-
mender systems (RS) research community has sought to algorithmi-
cally introduce diversity in recommendations to increase instances
of serendipity in users’ experience [15]. However, most of these
approaches have focused on methods of introducing diversity as
an explicit quota system, wherein content rankings continue to pri-
marily be generated using users’ previously revealed preferences,
but are augmented with a small sprinkling of novel content from
lower down in the ranking [23]. Similarly, [7] introduce diversity
by prioritizing long-tail items in recommendations to support their
primary focus on relevance.

Comparatively less attention has been paid to the psychological
dynamics [5, 9] underpinning the pattern of preferences shown
by human content consumers [4]. Cognitive psychology research
findings suggest that this pattern tends to follow sequential stages
of introduction of new content, appreciation or rejection, sustained
engagement for a period of time, followed by disinterest, followed
in turn by a ‘fallow’ period after which interest in the content may
be rekindled (or not) [1, 2].

Lack of constructive engagementwith theoreticallywell-understood
dynamics of human preferences has considerably hindered efforts
at introducing novelty in peoples’ recommendation streams adap-
tively [17]. Intuitively, it is evident that someone deeply engaged
with sampling content in a particular category would prefer recom-
mendations specific to that category. On the other hand, someone
exploring content without strong prior preferences may prefer
greater diversity in their recommendation lists. Thus, users’ desire
for novelty in recommendations is both context- and time-sensitive,
suggesting that diversification of recommendations must be adap-
tive to such dynamic changes in users’ novelty preference. In this
paper, we show how to estimate users’ preference for novelty based
on their past behavior, and how to deliver novel content adaptively
using such estimates, thus offering adaptive diversification of rec-
ommendations.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section
2, we describe our theoretical and modeling approach to solving
the adaptive diversification problem. In Section 3, we describe a
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novel dataset we collected, that contains all desirable data features
necessary for us to train our model’s parameters. In Section 4, we
describe the statistical calculations needed to fit the model’s pa-
rameters to data. Section 5 demonstrates the ability of our model,
trained on our dataset, to adaptively tune the diversity of it’s recom-
mendations based on a user’s browsing history. Section 6 reports
results from a blinded comparison study we conducted a on a small
panel of internet users, and Section 7 concludes with an appraisal
of the overall contribution of this paper.

2 MODELLING
Following the framework developed in [24], we can formalize the
problem of providing adaptive recommendations as follows. Con-
sider the recommendation list 𝑅𝑢 expressed in terms of Similarity
list 𝑆𝑢 and Novelty list 𝑁𝑢 for an user 𝑢 where _ is the trade-off
between similar and novel recommendations.

𝑅𝑢 =
𝑆𝑢 + _ ∗ 𝑁𝑢

1 + _
(1)

The problem of making adaptive recommendations can be un-
derstood then as the task of estimating _. In classic diversification
approaches, like [24], _ is considered to be constant. Recently, [12]
introduced a regression model to predict users’ _ using past be-
havior. We build upon the approach proposed in [12] to design a
method for adaptively diversifying recommendations.

2.1 Modelling user histories with HSMMs
Kapoor et al. [13] have empirically demonstrated that boredom
significantly affects the temporal dynamics of consumption of fa-
miliar songs on radio, such that users shift to different songs when
bored with it after multiple auditions and come back to it later with
interest restored by time spent not listening to it [13], consistent
with the theoretical expectations of classic accounts of novelty
preference [2]. They also proposed that this pattern of behavior
can be modelled using a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) with
two psychological latent states of sensitization and boredom. Users
transition from sensitization to boredom with multiple frequent
exposures to the same song, and from boredom to sensitivity given
sufficient time away from it [13].

Our modelling builds on the same premise: we model user behav-
ior while sequentially browsing web content using a HSMM, with
the user switching between latent psychological states of sensitiza-
tion to a particular item (or item) and boredom with it, as illustrated
in Figure 1. Estimating the transition probabilities and durations of
this process for each user based on their existing browsing history
gives us a way of predicting their preferences for novel content in
future. We describe below how we do this in more detail.

Following [12], we assume that when the user is sensitive to an
item they consume the item more frequently in regular intervals
whereas when the user finds boredom in the item the visits take
more time which later leads to forgetting the item.

As shown in figure 2, let𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑥 be the gap (time interval) after which
a user visits an item 𝑖 sampled from a random variable G, and D
be the random variable for duration a user stays in either state (B
, S) for a particular item. Using {G, D} estimated from browsing
histories, we describe below how an HSMM model can predict
future novelty preference.

B S

𝑏!(𝑔) 𝑏"(𝑔)

Figure 1: An HSMM model of content browsing, with la-
tent variables representing the psychological states of bore-
dom(B) and sensitization(S) with/to content, with correspond-
ing emission densities.

Formally, in an HSMM, a state is associated with an emission
density 𝑏𝑚 (𝑔) = 𝑃 (𝐺 = 𝑔|𝑚) for𝑚 ∈ {𝐵, 𝑆} where 𝑃 (.) is a state-
conditioned distribution on the gap-length random variable (𝐺) and
𝐵𝑚 (𝑔) is cumulative distribution. The likelihood of the observed
output is 𝑃 ({𝑔, 𝛿}|𝑚) = (1 − 𝛿) ∗ 𝑏𝑚 (𝑔) + 𝛿 ∗ (1 − 𝐵𝑚 (𝑔)) where 𝛿
is a special status variable which is use to censor time gaps larger
than a threshold value (indicating session breaks) in the data.

The parametric form of the state distributions and emission are
𝑝𝑚 (𝑑) = 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝛼𝑚, 𝛽𝑚) and𝑏𝑚 (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑔)) = 𝐿𝑜𝑔−𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 (`𝑚, 𝜎𝑚)
respectively. The parameters of the model are given by Λ = (A, 𝜋 ,
𝑏𝑚 (𝑔), 𝑝𝑚 (𝑑)), where A is the transition probability over m states,
𝜋 denotes the initial state probability distribution of m states.

The distribution of the next latent state is given by 𝑠𝑛 (𝑚) =

𝑃 (𝑠𝑛 = 𝑚 |𝑔1...(𝑛−1),Λ), 𝑠𝑛 (𝑆) = 1 − 𝑠𝑛 (𝐵) because the model has
only two latent states.

Having concretely operationalized HSMM model parameters
using gap and visitation information accessible from users’ brows-
ing history of participants, these parameters (Λ) can now be esti-
mated through maximum likelihood estimation using the forward-
backward algorithm for all participants [23].

2.2 Quantifying diversity and novelty
Several mutually consistent methods have been proposed to mea-
sure users’ experienced diversity in the system [15]. We define
diversity 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑢𝑡 for a user 𝑢 at time 𝑡 as the number of categories of
items seen by the user in a browsing session divided by the number
of items viewed in the session, a very common operationalization
of diversity in the literature [15].

While novelty can be naively instantiated as an inverse of fre-
quency of item exposure, such a definition misses important psycho-
logical desiderata of novelty expectations [2]. From a psychological
perspective, the triggering of conflict of experience with existing
mental schemata is a defining property of the experience of nov-
elty [1]. Infrequency of exposure is a necessary, but not sufficient
condition for the generation of such conflict; content that conforms
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Figure 2: This figure shows an abstract representation of the browsing history of a user 𝑢 of an item 𝑖 at different times 𝑡 , the
gap between two timestamps 𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑥 and an individual session’s boundaries.

to users’ prior expectations will not register psychologically as
novel, even if it has not actually been previously seen.

Recently [19] introduced incongruity as a method for ranking
items likely to increase the diversity of users’ recommendation
experiences. They operationalize incongruity as the probability of
violating contextual expectations, for example, the concept ’Messi
buys a football in a sports shop’ is normal, whereas ’Messi buys
a pencil in a sports shop’ is incongruous, because the presence of
’pencil’ is incongruous in the context of purchases from sports shop.
They measure incongruity using semantic word embeddings, and
show that using this measure caused users to accept significantly
more recommendations while exploring Wikipedia.

WikiBrowser Figure 3: This figure shows a sample example of incongruity
score calculation.

Given its alignment with theoretical desiderata for the experi-
ence of novelty, in this work, we use incongruity as our mechanism
for introducing novelty in recommendations. As shown in Figure 3
the incongruity score is calculated by taking keywords associated
with the item and finding a distance matrix which contains pair-
wise semantic distances. From the distance matrix, we calculate
a row-wise average, ignoring the self distance. From the vector
obtained, we find the number of words which are 𝑘 standard de-
viations away from the average median of the vector, which are
considered anomalous to the context. As illustrated in Figure 3, the
term ’champagne’ is anomalous in a context otherwise suggested
by the set of keywords ’cat , ’milk’, ’mouse’, ’chase’ and ’nip’. The
number of anomalous words divided by the total number of words
gives the incongruity score. The choice of 𝑘 is a domain-specific
free parameter; we used 𝑘 = 2 for our experiments. We incorporate
this concept within our approach to ensure that items with high

novelty are presented to users when our system estimates their
novelty-preference to be high.

2.3 Predicting user preferences
Sensitization and boredom from the items drive the novelty needs
of the user, the novelty needs dictate the preference of the item
by the user. Using HSMM model defined in section 2.1 we model
this user behaviour, the model can be used to quantify the dynamic
preference of an item as a function of time [13].

The dynamic preference score (𝐷𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑖 (𝑡) ) gives the likelihood of
the user consuming the item at time 𝑡 , given the model parameters
and gaps sequence which is denoted by . We find the Dynamic
preference score for the time 𝑡 as follows:

𝐷𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑖 (𝑡) =
𝑠𝑛 (𝑆) ∗ 𝑏𝑆 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑛) + 𝑠𝑛 (𝐵) ∗ 𝑏𝐵 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑛)

𝑠𝑛 (𝑆) ∗ (1 − 𝐵𝑆 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑛)) + 𝑠𝑛 (𝐵) ∗ (1 − 𝐵𝐵 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑛))
.

(2)
Following [12] , in a session [𝑡 −𝑇, 𝑡) the user views many items.

The overall boredom of the user is modelled as the cumulative
negative transform of the dynamic preference score for each item
in the familiar set of the user at time 𝑡 ,

𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑢𝑡 =
∑︁

𝑖∈𝑓 𝑎𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑢

−𝐷𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓 (𝑖,𝑢)𝑡 , (3)

reflecting the intuition that someone with a large negative pref-
erence for familiar items is bored. Thus, 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑢𝑡 directly quantifies
boredom at time 𝑡 for user 𝑢 in our model.

3 THE YOUTUBE PREFERENCE DYNAMICS
DATASET

In seeking to accommodate psychological aspects of preference
dynamics into the estimation of novelty preference and satiation,
we have presented a modelling approach that demands multiple
forms of data. It requires data about the time and duration for which
people engage with content, over long periods of times and across
multiple sessions. In order to make psychologically meaningful
predictions, content items must belong to distinctive conceptual
categories, such that the latent variables of content-sensitivity and
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Figure 4: This figure shows typical video browsing behavior of 20 randomly selected users in our dataset, abstracted out at the
level of visitation of videos belonging to specific categories by users with respect to time, Colors of the dots represent different
categories visited by the user. Notice the blocky nature of most users’ browsing behavior.

boredom may be plausibly operationalized. Additionally, these con-
tent items cannot be semantically atomic, they must have semantic
associations that can be used to calculate incongruity scores.

To satisfy these information requirements, we have collected
a novel dataset, consisting of watch histories of YouTube users.
YouTube, and other similar streaming media platforms, provide
content curated by conceptual categories, and alongside platform-
or user-generated meta-data that can be mined for semantic associ-
ations.

We used the following data collection procedure. We collected
watch histories from about 50 different users (21F, Median age =
23 years) with equal number of males and females. The users were
asked to share their YouTube history of past 2 years which the user
can access from their google takeout account. They sent us their
watch-historyHTMLfiles.We extracted links of the videos, date and
time of when they were watched using headless browsing scripts.
Using the links of the video and the YouTube API we obtained the
category for each video. A sample snapshot of data from an user is
shown below in Table 1

In our dataset each user has consumed 4300 videos on an average
and as can be seen in Fig. 4 the users ordinarily visit 3 - 4 categories
very frequently and on an average, visited about 11 categories
across their entire watch histories (out of 32 total categories).

Youtube video link Timestamp Category
Video Link 1 1610352394.0 25
Video Link 2 1610352459.0 24
Video Link 3 1610355332.0 26
Video Link 4 1610355404.0 27
Video Link 5 1610355441.0 26
Video Link 6 1610378542.0 28
Video Link 7 1610378744.0 22
Video Link 8 1610420624.0 23
Video Link 9 1610425566.0 24
Video Link 10 1610425598.0 24

Table 1: This figure shows the snapshot of a users’ watching
history containing youtube video link, watching timestamp,
Category id which is extracted for a youtube link using

YouTube API

We also observe that, on average, users demonstrate non-random
blocky behavior, wherein they watch 4-6 videos of the same cate-
gory consecutively, after which the user either switches to a new
category or keep switching between different categories, consistent

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8JCXO4oUw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_DFGjf5_Hc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_q00Sjh5RrQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJ7aeYm-nLg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HdevDQ--kfI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFbrK_sRV9Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=puQVvYnvLDU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Gr-YQsqGE0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmxB-j9RtIo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9rQ9_RFkRG8
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with our theoretical expectations as well as with the use of HSMMs
as a model of user browsing behavior.

In the anticipation that this rich and large dataset will be useful
in studies beyond ours, we are publicly releasing it on OSF. The
data can be found here.

4 MODEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we describe how we fit our model specifically to the
YouTube Preference Dynamics dataset we describe above.

4.1 HSMMmodel fitting
Our dataset contains the category of each video, which we consider
as an item i an user visits for our purposes. Treating each video as an
individual item would be unrealistic in this case, since most videos
are viewed only once, and very few videos are viewed by multiple
users. Fitting the model at the level of topic categories permits
more generalizable conclusions to be extracted, both within and
across users. As shown in fig. 2 the visiting history of the user for
an item i is 𝐻𝑢𝑖 = {𝑡𝑢𝑖1 , 𝑡𝑢𝑖2 , 𝑡𝑢𝑖3 , 𝑡𝑢𝑖4 , 𝑡𝑢𝑖5 , 𝑡𝑢𝑖6 , ..., 𝑡𝑢𝑛 }, where 𝑡𝑢𝑖𝑛 is the
last consumption of the item by the user . The gaps 𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑥 after which
an user 𝑢 visits an item 𝑖 is 𝑡𝑢

𝑥+1 − 𝑡𝑢𝑥 where 𝑥 ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., 𝑛 − 1}
and 𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑛 = {𝑇 − 𝑡𝑢𝑖𝑛 } where observation time for a session ends at
time 𝑇 .

At any time 𝑡 the session (𝑆𝑢𝑡 ) is the continuous period in which
the user 𝑢 consumes different items with a small time gap , the total
number of possible items is 𝐼 .

We censored gaps which are greater than a threshold value of 15
minutes. A status variable 𝛿𝑢𝑖𝑡 is used to handle the censored gaps
where 0 is assigned to the censored gap and 1 otherwise.

After this pre-processing, HSMMmodel parameters(Λ) were esti-
mated through maximum likelihood estimation using the forward-
backward algorithm for all participants [23].

4.2 Measuring diversity
Let 𝑓 𝑎𝑚𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑡 be the set of categories visited by the user in the
observation time T, categories consumed less than a threshold are
removed to eliminate noise. According to [13] the diversity of the
consumed items (familiar items) by the user is given by: 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑢𝑡 = 𝐴

𝐵
where A = |𝑓 𝑎𝑚𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑡 | and B = Number of times items of 𝑓 𝑎𝑚𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑡
were viewed in [ 𝑡 −𝑇, 𝑡] . The novel set (𝑛𝑣𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑡 ) consumed by the
user is identified as 𝐼 − 𝑓 𝑎𝑚𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑡 .

4.3 Calculating incongruity of videos
We use meta-data (tags) associated with YouTube videos obtained
using YouTube API as mentioned in section 3 to calculate the in-
congruity scores for each YouTube video seen by each user in our
dataset, following the procedure mentioned in Section 2.2. 𝐼𝐶𝐺𝑢

𝑡 is
the average incongruity score of all the videos watched by a user
in the observation period [𝑡 −𝑇, 𝑡).

4.4 Novelty preference estimation
In an observation period𝑇 the ground novel preference by the user
𝑢 at a time 𝑡 is given by:

𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓 𝑢𝑡 =
|𝑆𝑢𝑡 ∩ 𝑛𝑣𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑡 | + 𝑐

|𝑆𝑢𝑡 | + 2 ∗ 𝑐 (4)

Case No 𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓

5.1 0.324
5.2 0.561
5.3 0.801

Table 2: This table gives the 𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓 scores obtained for dif-
ferent case studies mentioned in 5

where c is a Laplacian correction for small sessions.
We train a logistic regression model to calculate the predicted
𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓 score.

𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 (𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑢𝑡 , 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑢𝑡 , 𝐼𝐶𝐺𝑢
𝑡 ) (5)

where 𝑁𝐶𝑃𝑢𝑡 =
∑
𝑖∈𝑓 𝑎𝑚𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑡

−𝐷𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓 (𝑖,𝑢)𝑡 and 𝐼𝐶𝐺𝑢
𝑡 is the aver-

age Incongruity score of all the videos watched in the observation
period as described in section 2.3 and section 4.3 respectively.

Finally, we use the 𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓 scores calculated in 5 to modulate _
in 1 to rank recommendations for the user.

The model estimates novelty preference partly as a function of
observed incongruity preference, stimulated by the close correlation
between novelty and incongruity demonstrated recently in [19]. It
privileges high incongruity items to display at times of high novelty
preference for users with a history of preferring incongruous items.

4.5 Making recommendations
Obtaining the 𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓 𝑢𝑡 scores using the logistic regression models,
the recommendations at some time 𝑡 can be given using :

𝑅𝑢,𝑡 =
𝑆𝑢,𝑡 + _ ∗ 𝑁𝑢,𝑡

1 + _
(6)

where _ is identical to 𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑓 𝑢𝑡 .
For our case studies and user study, we selected a corpus of about

10000 videos, evenly sampled from all YouTube categories. From
this corpus, we obtain 𝑆𝑢,𝑡 as YouTube videos matched by similarity
to the watch history of the user 𝑢 in the time range [𝑡 −𝑇, 𝑡) from
among the set of video categories that are members of 𝑓 𝑎𝑚𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑡 .
Likewise,𝑁𝑢,𝑡 is obtained by ranking videos from𝑛𝑣𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑡 categories
using incongruity score [19] calculated using meta-data (tags) of
the videos, where 𝑛𝑣𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑡 is the set of video categories unseen by
user 𝑢 upto time 𝑡 from the categories represented in the corpus.
Recommendations from within 𝑁𝑢,𝑡 are made using incongruity as
the ranking criterion, and from within 𝑆𝑢,𝑡 by random sampling.

5 CASE STUDIES
Applying the trained model parameters to individual users’ brows-
ing histories reveals interesting insights. We demonstrate three
representative case studies using small segments of watch histories
randomly extracted from our dataset and covering important use
cases below, showing the algorithm’s ability to correctly estimate
novelty preference, and offer suitably adapted recommendations.
All case examples were obtained using novelty preference estimates
calculated using a user’s browsing history for the particular session
we show in the corresponding case example as ’History’. The actual
novelty preference values estimated for the case examples are given
in Table 2.

https://github.com/shandhilyatushar/YouTubeData
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Introduction to For Loops in Python (Python Tutorial #5)
How To Use Functions In Python (Python Tutorial #3)

Introduction to Classes and Objects - Part 1 (Data Structures & Algorithms #3)
While Loops and The Break Statement in Python (Python Tutorial #6)

History Introduction To Lists In Python (Python Tutorial #4)
Making a Snake Game Where You’re the Food in Python

Introduction to Linked Lists (Data Structures & Algorithms #5)
How To Use Sets in Python (Python Tutorial #13)

List Comprehension Basics with Python (Python Tutorial #12)

Floating Point Numbers - Computerphile
But what is a Neural Network? | Deep learning, chapter 1

Whatsapp System Design: Chat Messaging Systems for Interviews
Python Machine Learning Tutorial (Data Science)

Model AlphaGo - The Movie | Full Documentary
Recommendations How to Learn to Code and Make $60k+ a Year

Introduction to Linked Lists (Data Structures & Algorithms 5)
How To Think Like A Programmer

Python WiFi

Table 3: This figure shows watch history and recommendations given by our model for a user engaged in watching a single
category of videos in a session.

5.1 Focused Browsing
The History row in Table 3 documents the recent browsing history
of a user who evidently is engaged in learning to code in python.
While browsing in a focused manner, users generally prefer few
distractions in recommendations, whether produced overtly in re-
sponse to a search query, or covertly in the sidebar as is seen in
YouTube’s design.

As we see in Table 2, our model correctly assesses this as a low
novelty preference scenario, and produces recommendations that
are mostly centered around programming videos. We note that
the single incongruous suggestion made in the list, the AlphaGo
documentary, is also about a programming achievement. These
suggestions demonstrate both the value of the novelty preference in
producing a relevant list of suggestions and the value of incongruity
as a way of producing thematically related novel suggestions likely
to create serendipity.

5.2 Transitional Browsing
A user watching videos (as shown in Fig. 4) related to program-
ming ( Category 27 Education) switches to watching Dance videos
(Category 24 Entertainment).

The watch history documented in Table 4 presents an interesting
example of a situation wherein the user may have switched away
from a specific work-related focus (programming) to an equally
specific leisure-related focus (dance) either by conscious choice or
through a failure of willpower.

This case presents a clear demonstration of a limitation of our
current approach. Whereas the watch history clearly indicates a
switch from one focus to another, our model interprets the presence
of two categories in the user’s recent watch history as evidence for
more novelty seeking than usual, and populates the recommenda-
tion list with more novel recommendations. However, we note that
the user can also still see programming and dance related videos in
the recommendation list since the novelty preference value is not
exceptionally high.

5.3 Exploratory Browsing
In the watch history shown in Table 5, there is no clear focus seen
on any single category, suggesting that the user is browsing in an
exploratory manner. Our model estimates a high novelty preference
for this session for this user and recommends a diverse set of videos
as a consequence.

In general, we expect that the modes of behavior represented
by the three case studies demonstrated above fairly comprehen-
sively cover the set of browsing behaviors relevant for adaptive
recommendations. People will either be focused narrowly on one
category, be switching deliberately from one category to another,
or browsing in an exploratory manner. Our model is sensitive to the
differences between these categories, and adapts recommendations
to these modes accordingly such that users who are in work-mode
see only work-relevant recommendations, and users in play-mode
see a more diverse set. However, our model fails to behave intelli-
gently in situations wherein people are transitioning in a focused
manner from one category to the next, suggesting an obvious scope
for improvement.

Browsing the videos in focused manner in a particular area may
lead to rabbit hole effect [22] where the user can keep watching
the videos and get hooked. This behaviour can be detrimental or
useful for the user, we believe this is a conscious decision an user
should take while surfing the data so that it doesn’t have long term
adverse effect on the user.

6 USER STUDY
The case studies presented above demonstrate that our modelling
approach is able to track users’ novelty preference, and adjust
recommendations accordingly. However, they do not establish that
the recommendations made in this manner are likely to be more
desirable for users than non-adaptive recommendations made by
existing systems. To test whether this was true, we conducted a
user study to see whether user gets interested more by YouTube’s
native recommendations or our system’s recommendations for
case examples representative of the three modes of browsing seen
above. We conducted this study as a classic A/B test, pitting our
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Minimum Window Substring - Airbnb Interview Question - Leetcode
Course Schedule - Graph Adjacency List - Leetcode 207

Find Median from Data Stream - Heap & Priority Queue - Leetcode
History Word Search - Backtracking - Leetcode 79 - Python

Jump Game II - Greedy - Leetcode 45 - Python
B-Boy Lil G’s BEST moments | 10 YEARS of Red Bull BC One All Stars

Royal Family | FRONTROW | World of Dance Los Angeles 2015 | #WODLA15
Complot Imperium | Team Division | World of Dance Championships 2018 | #WODCHAMPS18

BEST Dance Group on America’s Got Talent 2019? | Got Talent Global
8 Mile | Eminem’s Final Rap Battles

Writing a Python Script to Control my Lights | Five Minute Python Scripts
Model BEST ALL CHAIR TURN Blind Auditions in The Voice

Recommendations LeetCode Peak Index in a Mountain Array Explained - Java
What REALLY is Data Science? Told by a Data Scientist

JABBAWOCKEEZ at the NBA Finals 2019
TOP 10 Best Powermoves Sets of 2018

Table 4: This figure shows watch history and recommendations given by our model for a user who switches from one category
to another during a session.

15 Most Expensive Dogs in the World
NEWWORLD RECORD in SEASON 17!! | 53 KILLS vs SQUADS | PUBG Mobile

Krystal Ball: Bill Gates Is LYING TO YOU On Vaccine Patent Protection
History Man in court for Lens woman’s murder

RR vs SRH full highlight match
1. Introduction to Human Behavioral Biology
The 116 images NASA wants aliens to see

The art of cognitive blindspots | Kyle Eschen | TEDxVienna

Top Gun: Maverick (2021) â“ New Trailer - Paramount Picture
Here’s how to destroy your marriage on Family Feud!

Record Breakers! Chris Gayle & Evin Lewis chase down 129 runs in just 7 overs! | CPL 2017
Model The 116 images NASA wants aliens to see

Recommendations Battleship | The Final Battle in 4K HDR
1095. Find in Mountain Array (LeetCode Weekly Contest 142)

COVID-19: 1 Month Still Infected, What Now?
Horror Short Film “The Smiling Man” | ALTER

Table 5: This figure shows watch history and recommendations given by our model for a user browsing videos in an
exploratory manner.

model’s content recommendations against YouTube’s live content
recommendations.

6.1 Design
Each question in the user study consisted of three columns where
the first column contained the history of videos (with thumbnails)
watched by a user and the other two columns contained the rec-
ommendations obtained from YouTube’s native engine and our
engine, counter-balanced for position both within and between
participants and with no identifying labels for the source of the
recommendations. We selected 3 questions each similar to each of
the three case studies 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 making it a study of 9 questions.To
get YouTube’s native recommendations as listed in the study we
made a new YouTube account for each question, watched the videos
presented in the watch history in sequence, and extracted screen-
shots of YouTube’s recommendations at the end of watching all the
videos for each case example, clearing the watch history of the user
account after each case’s recommendations had been acquired.

For each trial, participants were asked to look at the watch his-
tory shown in the left column and asked to consider it to have
been their own recent watch history. Taking this perspective, they
were asked to select the list of recommendations they thought was
better from between the center and right columns. This setup con-
siders the complexity of displaying recommendation to the user as
youtube since it contains the thumbnails and titles similar to live
youtube recommendations.

We measure preference for each recommender system by the
number of times users selected it, combined across all questions and
participants. A priori, we expected that users would find our recom-
mender system more desirable when they were being exploratory,
but would prefer the YouTube system, a very strong baseline con-
trasted with our simple similarity-based relevance recommender,
for focused browsing.

6.2 Participants
Sixty convenience-sampled users participated in our user study
where 40 percent identified their gender as females rest 60 percent
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Figure 5: This figure shows the bar plot between the count of users vs the use cases of our model’s recommendations and
Google’s recommendations. Error bars represent ± 1 SEM.

identified as males . The majority of participants were college stu-
dents with an average age of 21. All data collection was approved
by a university IRB.

6.3 Results
As shown in Fig. 5 we find that both in focused category-wise
browsing (Cohen’s 𝑑 = 0.93) and for focused switching between
categories (Cohen’s𝑑 = 1.24), people in our panel strongly preferred
YouTube’s recommendations whereas for exploratory browsing,
people preferred our system’s recommendations (Cohen’s 𝑑 = 0.30).
Thus, people behave precisely as expected in the study. They prefer
the native YouTube engine for recommendations supporting fo-
cused browsing, but prefer our engine for recommendations during
exploratory browsing. Thus, the outcomes of the study are entirely
consistent with our expectations of user behavior, and support the
value of our approach in offering novel recommendations when
they’re needed, and not otherwise.

An anonymized version of the user study itself, for reference,
can be found here.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we make three contributions. One, we develop a the-
oretical approach for adaptive diversification of online content by

modeling the psychological dynamics of boredom and satiety for
users browsing digital content. Building on previous work that doc-
umented how to estimate users’ novelty preference from browsing
histories, we developed an approach that offers users interested in
novelty at any point in time recommended items that are intrinsi-
cally interesting by virtue of being both conceptually relevant with
respect to the user’s existing watch history and conceptually in-
congruous. Two, we present a new dataset of preference dynamics
in video browsing history and methods for operationalizing our
theoretical approach with this dataset to predict when users might
be interested in novelty, and what to recommend to them based on
their individual watch histories. Three, we present results from a
user study documenting that, when people are browsing the web
with no clear informational intent, recommendations built around
a combination of topical relevance and conceptual incongruity are
considered preferable to contemporaneous YouTube recommenda-
tions.

Several directions for improvement upon the work reported in
this paper suggest themselves. Improving upon the construction
of the latent variable model we have used to differentiate switches
away from a category based on explicit choice versus switching
away due to a lapse in executive control is one such direction.
Assessing the efficacy of adaptive diversification in a live streaming

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12Z-71KerZQs-295v2bSLbsApKiBhszHhqVjAkou2Ars/viewform?edit_requested=true
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setting is another, although this is very unlikely to be possible in
academic settings.

As we discussed in the introduction of this paper, the recom-
mender systems community is deeply interested in designing inter-
faces and algorithms that keep people from being trapped inside
positive feedback loops [15, 16]. Researchers have had some success
in designing spatial interfaces for promoting greater exploration of
recommendations, such as [21] who show that a multidimensional
visual interface promotes exploration of diverse recommendation.
An excellent example of such an interface is OpinionSpace, a two-
dimensional presentation of comments on web forums, wherein
users can browse the space to select comments reflecting a diversity
of opinions [8]. Such effort are clearly complementary to our work,
in that they work on improving interfaces in space, while we do so
in time.

Whereas some amelioration of the trap of behaviorism can be
expected via thoughtful design of spatial interfaces [10, 21], infor-
mation retrieval algorithms must also learn to engage with humans’
preference dynamics in psychologically realistic ways [6]. Our work
demonstrates a practical recommendation system that diversifies
content in ways sensitive to psychological reality, as documented
in earlier research [12, 19]. Adoption of this approach, or improve-
ments thereupon, should help in the construction of recommender
systems sensitive to the natural temporal rhythms of peoples’ pref-
erences.
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